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Image search system
Multiple-Instance learning
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For building a good method of searching image
database.
It has two parts: feature extraction, and image
segmentation.

Input image in database

Image Feature
Feature value
extraction

Image database
Set image t database

Image feature Image search

Multiple-instance




Feature value
extraction

Left: http://www.terste.co.uk/images/Nature/Mammals/Rabbit01.jpg
Right: http://www.ew.govt.nz/policyandplans/rpmsintro/rpms2002/images/Rabbit.jpg

Multiple-Instance
Learning
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Generally: Searching image could found by
image file name or itself.
Thinking: Searching image by itself.
Challenge: One image could have lots of
feature. It is too different to search the
target image which we wanted.
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Multiple-instance learning (MIL) is a
generalization of supervised classification
in which training class labels are associated
with sets of patterns, or bags, instead of
individual patterns.
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Solving: By inputting many source-images
compare with target image by positive and
negative examples via Multiple-Instance
learning.
Method: Multiple-Instance learning.
Improvement: Diverse Density function
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Multiple-Instance learning 是從大量
ambiguity性質的資料,依所給予的label訓
練這些資料,從中學習的一個理論.
定義:
Bag是多個(特徵向量)(instance)的集
合.(instance即是個向量點.)
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每個bag都可以經由使用者給予正或負相
關的標誌.
正相關(positive):其中有一個instance是和
使用者有興趣的向量點相似.
附相關(negative):沒有任何instance是和使
用者想要的向量點相似.



2張正相關影像:



2張正相關影像特徵有:
1{藍天.岩石.瀑布}2{藍天.岩石.瀑布.樹木}
1.2共同特徵{藍天.岩石.瀑布}
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Algorithms for the MIL problem were first
presented in
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1張負相關影像:



1張負相關影像特徵:{藍天.沙灘.海水.樹木}
根據正.負相關特徵.最後學習訓練的共有特
徵是:岩石.瀑布.
{藍天.岩石.瀑布}-{藍天.沙灘.海水.樹
木}={岩石.瀑布}
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Methods developed subsequently



A exception is
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A kernel-based approach has been
suggested which derives MI-kernels on bags
from a given kernel defined on the patternlevel.
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希望能夠使用Multiple-Instance learning可
找出bags之間之共有特徵(及是使用者想
要的特徵).

Multiple-Instance learning可能遭遇到影像
特徵可能含有一些較不重要的資訊(雜訊.
背景).而找不出理想特徵值.
1.找不出positive bags之共有特徵(無交集)
2.找出positive bags之共有特徵.但和
negative bags中特徵相似.
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為了解決這個問題.“Learning from ambiguity”
(Oded Maron, Tomas Lozano-Perez) January
1998. Doctoral Thesis.
便是找出空間上一特徵點t距離positive bags較
近. 盡量和negative bags距離較遠.
見下圖



Goback p6










Each feature vector consists of six features.
Three of them are the average color
components in a block. We use the wellknown LUV color space.
The other three represent square root of
energy in the high-frequency bands of the
wavelet transforms. Goback p6
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Common
features









The MUSK data sets, MUSK1 and MUSK2
(Blake and Merz, 1998), are benchmark data sets
for MIL.
MUSK1 has 92 molecules (bags), of which 47 are
labeled positive, with an average of 5:17
conformations (instances) per molecule.
MUSK2 has 102 molecules, of which 39 are
positive, with an average of 64:69 conformations
per molecule.
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Separate the regions

Set a block at 4*4 pixels, and every blocks
are non-overlapping.
Therefore, a image(16*24) have
(16/4)*(24/4)=24 blocks.
How does we show the feature?
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遺珠之憾.
執行時間.
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